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Faithful and Bold, Part 5 

INTRODUCTION 

• Paul is very near the end of his life and he is passing on the t______ of fa_____.   

THE SOLEMN CHARGE  

• On a scale of 1-10, how serious (solemn and important) is Paul’s charge to Timothy?___  

• Jesus is also the Li___ of the tribe of Judah; The La____ who opens the scrolls; the 
Alph__ and Omega; the one while ju_______ the living and the dead. 

 

PREACH THE WORD 

• Timothy but one overarching duty:  Pr______ the W_____.  

• Preach means to pro_____ as a herald. 

• A preacher is to be a he________ to proclaim what the K____ has said. 

• Preachers are to preach the Word, N__T philosophies, theories, or speculations. 

• By saying Preach the Word first, Paul makes preaching the cen______ task of the 
pastor. 

• Reprove is to cor______; Rebuke is to admon_______; Exhort is to (strongly) 
enco_________,  

BECAUSE THE SHEEP WITH STRAY 

• In storms that affect faith, we must keep the m_____ thing the main thing.  To be 
lev_____-he________ no matter the storm or false teaching. 

• Something that is so______ is solid, stable, free from flaw, free from error or fallacy.   

• Many people who want to take ___sound spiritual shortcuts.  They end up following 
the paths of least resistance, what makes them feel good. It exalts the se___. It 
glorifies m___ rather than glorifying God. 

DO THE WORK YOU HAVE BEEN CALLED TO DO 

• In storms that affect faith, the call is to keep the m____ thing the main thing.  To be 
le_____-h_____ed no matter the storm or false teaching. 

• What is an evangelist?  One who shares the G_____ N_____ of Jesus Christ. 

FOR I AM PASSING THE TORCH TO YOU 

• What lies ahead of Paul is not the fear of death, but the ____ of Jesus.  The cr_____ of 
righteousness. 1 Peter 5:4, James 1:12, Revelation 2:10 

HEAR & APPLY THE WORD 

• Will you stand firm in the Word and follow sound teaching? 

• You have been called by the gospel of Christ Jesus.  What will you do with that calling? 

• To whom will you pass on the torch of faith? 


